
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BUSINESS PRESENTATION AND PUBLIC

SPEAKING

They are far from the same, and learning to effectively pick and use different techniques of public speaking will often
make a difference between.

CEOs and thought leaders give speeches. It needs to summarize your key points and then ask for an action
step. Stories people can relate to can help presentations, too, but they're not as critical and they can even be
distracting. If you think speeches tug at the listeners' emotions while presentations present the facts with visual
backup, you're partially right. There is presentation training and then there is public speaking training. Each
side usually takes an opposing view on the debate question or subject. You're already talking and showing
visuals; adding stories can seem like too much of a diversion. Presentations require clear thinking and
organization, but do not often demand that the speaker light the world on fireâ€”just throw a little light on the
subject at hand. Formal or Not So Formal Don't tell the speaker giving a presentation in front of the company
CEO and other bigwigs that it isn't a formal occurrence. In fact, arguably, this should be your first
consideration. Provide a mechanism for cataloging and measuring improvement, 5. If you are considering â€”
or perhaps even practicing â€” public speaking, then you already have one thing in common with the person
looking to learn presentation skills: an audience. These are not the same thing. Published on March 18, Did
you hire a presentation trainer or a speech coach? This is where your passion really comes through, or your
lack of it turns your speech into a dud. They are about or should be about big ideas, values, and concerns.
Speeches can be made to persuade or entertain, but not to inform. Presenting involves speaking to a specific
objective, coordinating that speech with a series of images or slides that are designed to reinforce that
objective, and measuring the outcome. In reality there often is, with presenting seen as simply the sharing of
information whereas public speaking is expected to entertain, influence and inspire its audience. The job of the
speaker is to pick the right combination of approaches that both servers the needs and wants of the audience
and also puts the audience in the best position to make an informed decision about whether to buy or buy-into
the thing or idea that you are selling. In other words, the buy-in may be emotional rather than financial.
Speeches are more formal than presentations. What Are The Similarities? Want to Improve your presentation
skills? Lectures are more often used to teach something, particularly in a college class.


